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Guided Steps 1, 2, 3a:
Availability, Guests, Room
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Lisa
COMMENT CONCERNING OPENING OneScreen IN THE SAME BROWSER:One of the most critical errors committed repeatedly with the users tested was regular use of the "back" button on the browser.  This action calls for a very strong recommendation that this OneScreen opens in a new browser window.  Bill mentioned that in his conversation with Jack, Jack thought we were going to open this in the same browser window; I must re-emphasize that this would keep the user from a smooth and successful purchase experience.

Lisa
COMMENT CONCERNING CALENDAR LAYOUT OF DAYS:After reviewing calendars on many websites, and my past testing of users, the most common layout is Sunday through Saturday.  In terms of usability, it's my recommendation to leverage the user's familiarity.



Original
Layout

Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here

1 2

8 96 74 53

15 1613 1411 1210

22 2320 2118 1917

29 3027 2825 2624

fri satwed thumon tuessun

April

1

6 74 52 31

13 1411 129 108

<< prev

Availability - Select dates by clicking
on the calendars or by entering dates
directly into the Check In and Check Out
drop down fields below the calendars.

Check Out:Check In:

next >>

2 Guests - How many people are in your
party and how many rooms do they need.

3 Room - Choose which of our rooms best suits your needs for this stay.  If you require more
information use the Room Details option to access an expanded presentation of a particular room’s
features and amenities.

? icon to obtain additional information.

??

?

Children:

Adults:

Logo

<< prev next >>

May

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

Rooms:

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare Rooms

Compare

Compare

Compare

Compare

Compare

?

your
view

your
view

your
view

your
view

your
view

>><<

>><<

>><<

>><<

>><<

Available Unavailable Checkout Only

Availability Guests Room> > > Reservation > Confirmation
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Numeric references
added to original
breadcrumbs
(Lisa to deliver
new breadcrumb
graphics)

Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here

1 2

8 96 74 53

15 1613 1411 1210

22 2320 2118 1917

29 3027 2825 2624

fri satwed thumon tuessun

April

1

6 74 52 31

13 1411 129 108

<< prev

Availability - Select dates by clicking
on the calendars or by entering dates
directly into the Check In and Check Out
drop down fields below the calendars.

Check Out:Check In:

next >>

2 Guests - How many people are in your
party and how many rooms do they need.

3 Room - Choose which of our rooms best suits your needs for this stay.  If you require more
information use the Room Details option to access an expanded presentation of a particular room’s
features and amenities.

? icon to obtain additional information.

??

?

Children:

Adults:

Logo

<< prev next >>

May

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

Rooms:

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare Rooms

Compare

?

your
view

your
view

your
view

your
view

your
view

>><<

Available Unavailable Checkout Only

Legend

Legend added
to Calender
area
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Additional
breadcrumb added
to support new,
separate payment
page

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Textual links
replaced with
colored (but not
stylized) buttons

Availability Guests Rooms> > > Reservation Payment Confirmation> >1 2 3 4 5 6


Lisa
calendar_tc.jpg

Lisa
This is the mock up of the calendar we suggested.  Could you tighten the boxes, form fields and check in/out fields? That will (1) give more space for the legend, and (2) allow for 2 months.  I think that users really are more used to seeing both months fully.


Lisa
breadcrumb_tc.jpg


Lisa
breadcrumb2_tc.jpg

Lisa
i have attached 3 stages of the breadcrumb. please note that not all user stages are documented, but rather, the overall steps - room/reservation, traveler info, cc info, confirmation. The goal of this breadcrumb is to let the feel like they can complete their reservation in very few steps.

Lisa
there should be a form of heirarchy even within graphical buttons, with more emphasisi on "reserve this room" than "vie room details".  For example, all actions that involves money could be a green button, and the other button would be a different, less strong color.

Lisa
Each instance of the legend should be distinct by color and instinctive - red for "not available", green for "available", etc.



Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here

1 2

8 96 74 53

15 1613 1411 1210

22 2320 2118 1917

29 3027 2825 2624

fri satwed thumon tuessun

April

1

6 74 52 31

13 1411 129 108

<< prev

Availability - Select dates by clicking
on the calendars or by entering dates
directly into the Check In and Check Out
drop down fields below the calendars.

Check Out:Check In:

next >>

2 Guests - How many people are in your
party and how many rooms do they need.

3 Room - Choose which of our rooms best suits your needs for this stay.  If you require more
information use the Room Details option to access an expanded presentation of a particular room’s
features and amenities.

? icon to obtain additional information.

??

?

Children:

Adults:

Logo

<< prev next >>

May

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

Rooms:

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare Rooms

Compare

?

your
view

your
view

your
view

your
view

your
view

>><<

Available Unavailable Checkout Only

Legend

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Availability Guests Rooms> > > Reservation Payment Confirmation> >1 2 3 4 5 6

If a user attempts to select a date range through aa click-and-drag
action on the calendar or through entries in the CheckIn / Check Out
fields where no rooms of any type are available, the system
displays an appropriate sequence of messages to describe which
dates are causing the problem.

Sorry!

Close Window

No rooms are available through the full
range of dates you selected. The specific
date for which the hotel is sold out are:

Monday, 99 Month, 9999
Tuesday, 99 Month, 9999
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Lisa
Consider prompting the user to reset the dates.there currently exists a "reset" button; incorporate that into the legend and the calendar functionality.



Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here

1 2

8 96 74 53

15 1613 1411 1210

22 2320 2118 1917

29 3027 2825 2624

fri satwed thumon tuessun

April

1

6 74 52 31

13 1411 129 108

<< prev

Availability - Select dates by clicking
on the calendars or by entering dates
directly into the Check In and Check Out
drop down fields below the calendars.

Check Out:Check In:

next >>

2 Guests - How many people are in your
party and how many rooms do they need.

3 Room - Choose which of our rooms best suits your needs for this stay.  If you require more
information use the Room Details option to access an expanded presentation of a particular room’s
features and amenities.

? icon to obtain additional information.

??

?

Children:

Adults:

Logo

<< prev next >>

May

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

Rooms:

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare Rooms

Compare

?

your
view

your
view

your
view

your
view

your
view

>><<

Available Unavailable Checkout Only

Legend

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Availability Guests Rooms> > > Reservation Payment Confirmation> >1 2 3 4 5 6

Per RTP’s guidance, the “Compare Rooms” feature can
compare no more than three rooms at a time. Attempts
to check a forth checkbox result in the error popup
shown below.

Sorry!

Close Window

Due to space limitations you can only
perform a feature comparison on three
rooms at a time.
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Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here

1 2

8 96 74 53

15 1613 1411 1210

22 2320 2118 1917

29 3027 2825 2624

fri satwed thumon tuessun

April

1

6 74 52 31

13 1411 129 108

<< prev

Availability - Select dates by clicking
on the calendars or by entering dates
directly into the Check In and Check Out
drop down fields below the calendars.

Check Out:Check In:

next >>

2 Guests - How many people are in your
party and how many rooms do they need.

3 Room - Choose which of our rooms best suits your needs for this stay.  If you require more
information use the Room Details option to access an expanded presentation of a particular room’s
features and amenities.

? icon to obtain additional information.

??

?

Children:

Adults:

Logo

<< prev next >>

May

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

Rooms:

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare Rooms

Compare

?

your
view

your
view

your
view

your
view

your
view

>><<

Available Unavailable Checkout Only

Legend

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Availability Guests Rooms> > > Reservation Payment Confirmation> >1 2 3 4 5 6

Clicking on a thumbnail from the entry page which
shows all rooms opens that image in full-size along
with an expanded two-line caption.

Expanded caption text goes here to provide a richer
presentation of features emphasized by the photo

Room Type Name
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Next >><< Previous Close Window

“Previous” and
“Next” controls
added to image
popup



Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here

1 2

8 96 74 53

15 1613 1411 1210

22 2320 2118 1917

29 3027 2825 2624

fri satwed thumon tuessun

April

1

6 74 52 31

13 1411 129 108

<< prev

Availability - Select dates by clicking
on the calendars or by entering dates
directly into the Check In and Check Out
drop down fields below the calendars.

Check Out:Check In:

next >>

2 Guests - How many people are in your
party and how many rooms do they need.

3 Room - Choose which of our rooms best suits your needs for this stay.  If you require more
information use the Room Details option to access an expanded presentation of a particular room’s
features and amenities.

? icon to obtain additional information.

??

?

Children:

Adults:

Logo

<< prev next >>

May

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

Rooms:

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare Rooms

Compare

?

your
view

your
view

your
view

your
view

your
view

>><<

Available Unavailable Checkout Only

Legend

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Availability Guests Rooms> > > Reservation Payment Confirmation> >1 2 3 4 5 6

Horizontal scroll controls beneath any photo thumbnail
cycle the thumbnail view for all rooms on the page
through each thumbnail in the image progression.

In other words, clicking the right-scroll control above
would cycle the thumbnails for all rooms from “your
view” to “your room.” Clicking it again would cycle
them to “360 view.” And so on.
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Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here

1 2

8 96 74 53

15 1613 1411 1210

22 2320 2118 1917

29 3027 2825 2624

fri satwed thumon tuessun

April

1

6 74 52 31

13 1411 129 108

<< prev

Availability - Select dates by clicking
on the calendars or by entering dates
directly into the Check In and Check Out
drop down fields below the calendars.

Check Out:Check In:

next >>

2 Guests - How many people are in your
party and how many rooms do they need.

3 Room - Choose which of our rooms best suits your needs for this stay.  If you require more
information use the Room Details option to access an expanded presentation of a particular room’s
features and amenities.

? icon to obtain additional information.

??

?

Children:

Adults:

Logo

<< prev next >>

May

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

Rooms:

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare Rooms

Compare

?

your
view

your
view

your
view

your
view

your
view

>><<

Available Unavailable Checkout Only

Legend

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Availability Guests Rooms> > > Reservation Payment Confirmation> >1 2 3 4 5 6

Help icons ( ) open modest-sized popups containing
succinct explanatory text for the relevant feature. Copy
can be provided by the hotel or developed by a technical
writer from the TravelCLICK eCommerce team.

Compare Rooms

Close Window

This feature allows you to view a side-
by-side comparison of up to three rooms.

To perform a room comparison check
the boxes next the rooms you would
like to compare then click the “Compare
Rooms” control at the bottom of the
page.

?
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Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here

1 2

8 96 74 53

15 1613 1411 1210

22 2320 2118 1917

29 3027 2825 2624

fri satwed thumon tuessun

April

1

6 74 52 31

13 1411 129 108

<< prev

Availability - Select dates by clicking
on the calendars or by entering dates
directly into the Check In and Check Out
drop down fields below the calendars.

Check Out:Check In:

next >>

2 Guests - How many people are in your
party and how many rooms do they need.

3 Room - Choose which of our rooms best suits your needs for this stay.  If you require more
information use the Room Details option to access an expanded presentation of a particular room’s
features and amenities.

? icon to obtain additional information.

??

?

Children:

Adults:

Logo

<< prev next >>

May

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

Rooms:

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name
Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare Rooms

Compare

?

your
view

your
view

your
view

your
view

your
view

>><<

Available Unavailable Checkout Only

Legend

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Compare
>><<

Availability Guests Rooms> > > Reservation Payment Confirmation> >1 2 3 4 5 6

Informational links at the bottom of the page open
popups fashioned similarly to help popups. However,
because the copy accessed from these links will likely
be quite lengthy, the popup length is constrained and
vertical scroll controls are provided to allow all text to
be viewed. A “Print” control is also provided to facilitate
generation of hard copy output

PRIVACY POLICY

Print This Policy

We respect your privacy and regard it as our sacred
trust to protect it. To that end we adhere faithfully to

the following policy regarding your personal information

Clause Title

Privacy policy text goes here and then continues on
to another line. The next sentence goes here and
then here.

Privacy policy text goes here and then continues on
to another line. The next sentence goes here and
then here.

Clause Title

Privacy policy text goes here and then continues on
to another line. The next sentence goes here and
then here.

Close Window

>
>

>
>

Another paragraph of this clause within the privacy
policy text goes here and then continues on to
another line. The next sentence goes here and
then here.

Privacy policy text goes here and then continues on
to another line. The next sentence goes here and
then here.
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(RTP Concept)

Guided Step 3b:
Room Details
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3

Descriptive Room Name

Room - Choose which of our rooms best suits your needs for this stay.  If you require more
information use the Room Details option to access an expanded presentation of a particular room’s
features and amenities.

Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within three lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

Descriptive Room Name

Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

Descriptive Room Name
Longer, multi-paragraph descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and
basic characteristics. Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired
topics within eleven to twelve lines spread across two to three paragraphs.

Additional descriptive presentation of the room goes here.
eleven to twelve lines spread

A third paragraph of descriptive text goes here and then continues on to an additional
line if necessary.

Descriptive text is phrased
so as to succinctly address all desired topics within
across two to three paragraphs.

more...

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

Reserve This RoomView All Rooms

Pricing By Date

$999.99

$999.99

RTP
Concept

Descriptive Room Name

Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

?

>
>

>
>

your
view

your
interior

360
view

>
>

>
>

your
view

your
view

your
view

Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here
? icon to obtain additional information.

Logo

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

2 Guests - How many people are in your
party and how many rooms do they need.

?

Children:

Adults: Rooms:

$999.99

12

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

1 2

8 96 74 53

15 1613 1411 1210

22 2320 2118 1917

29 3027 2825 2624

fri satwed thumon tuessun

April

1

6 74 52 31

13 1411 129 108

<< prev

Availability - Select dates by clicking
on the calendars or by entering dates
directly into the Check In and Check Out
drop down fields below the calendars.

Check Out:Check In:

next >>

?

<< prev next >>

May

Available Unavailable Checkout Only

Legend

Availability Guests Rooms> > > Reservation Payment Confirmation> >1 2 3 4 5 6



3

Descriptive Room Name

Room - Choose which of our rooms best suits your needs for this stay.  If you require more
information use the Room Details option to access an expanded presentation of a particular room’s
features and amenities.

Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within three lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

Descriptive Room Name

Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

Descriptive Room Name
Longer, multi-paragraph descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and
basic characteristics. Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired
topics within eleven to twelve lines spread across two to three paragraphs.

Additional descriptive presentation of the room goes here.
eleven to twelve lines spread

A third paragraph of descriptive text goes here and then continues on to an additional
line if necessary.

Descriptive text is phrased
so as to succinctly address all desired topics within
across two to three paragraphs.

more...

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

Reserve This RoomView All Rooms

Pricing By Date

$999.99

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name

Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

?

>
>

>
>

your
view

your
interior

360
view

>
>

>
>

your
view

your
view

your
view

Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here
? icon to obtain additional information.

Logo

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

2 Guests - How many people are in your
party and how many rooms do they need.

?

Children:

Adults: Rooms:

$999.99

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

1 2

8 96 74 53

15 1613 1411 1210

22 2320 2118 1917

29 3027 2825 2624

fri satwed thumon tuessun

April

1

6 74 52 31

13 1411 129 108

<< prev

Availability - Select dates by clicking
on the calendars or by entering dates
directly into the Check In and Check Out
drop down fields below the calendars.

Check Out:Check In:

next >>

?

<< prev next >>

May

Available Unavailable Checkout Only

Legend

Availability Guests Rooms> > > Reservation Payment Confirmation> >1 2 3 4 5 6

On this variant of the “Room Details” page the vertical
scroll controls for the selected room would scroll through
the available photo thumbnails.

The vertical scroll controls for the unselected rooms at
bottom would instead scroll through the list of rooms
available for selection.

RTP
Concept

13

Lisa
I think that this is not necessary;  the user can view the one picture for the rooms that were not selected to be viewed in more detail.



3

Descriptive Room Name

Room - Choose which of our rooms best suits your needs for this stay.  If you require more
information use the Room Details option to access an expanded presentation of a particular room’s
features and amenities.

Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within three lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

Descriptive Room Name

Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

Descriptive Room Name
Longer, multi-paragraph descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and
basic characteristics. Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired
topics within eleven to twelve lines spread across two to three paragraphs.

Additional descriptive presentation of the room goes here.
eleven to twelve lines spread

A third paragraph of descriptive text goes here and then continues on to an additional
line if necessary.

Descriptive text is phrased
so as to succinctly address all desired topics within
across two to three paragraphs.

more...

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

Reserve This RoomView All Rooms

Pricing By Date

$999.99

$999.99

Descriptive Room Name

Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

$999.99

?

>
>

>
>

your
view

your
interior

360
view

>
>

>
>

your
view

your
view

your
view

Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here
? icon to obtain additional information.

Logo

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

2 Guests - How many people are in your
party and how many rooms do they need.

?

Children:

Adults: Rooms:

$999.99

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

Reserve This RoomView Room Details

1 2

8 96 74 53

15 1613 1411 1210

22 2320 2118 1917

29 3027 2825 2624

fri satwed thumon tuessun

April

1

6 74 52 31

13 1411 129 108

<< prev

Availability - Select dates by clicking
on the calendars or by entering dates
directly into the Check In and Check Out
drop down fields below the calendars.

Check Out:Check In:

next >>

?

<< prev next >>

May

Available Unavailable Checkout Only

Legend

Availability Guests Rooms> > > Reservation Payment Confirmation> >1 2 3 4 5 6

Clicking on a thumbnail from this variant of the “Room
Details” page opens that image in full-size along with
an expanded two-line caption.

Expanded caption text goes here to provide a richer
presentation of features emphasized by the photo

Room Type Name

14

Next >><< Previous Close Window



(Alternate Image-Centric Concept)

Guided Step 3b:
Room Details

15



your
view

3 Room - Choose which of our rooms best suits your needs for this stay.  If you require more
information use the Room Details option to access an expanded presentation of a particular room’s
features and amenities.

Descriptive Room Name
Longer, multi-paragraph descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and
basic characteristics. Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired
topics within eleven to twelve lines spread across two to three paragraphs.

Additional descriptive presentation of the room goes here.
eleven to twelve lines spread

A third paragraph of descriptive text goes here and then continues on to an additional
line if necessary.

Descriptive text is phrased
so as to succinctly address all desired topics within
across two to three paragraphs.

your
interior

360
view

more...

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

View All Rooms

Pricing By Date

$999.99

mouseover
caption

mouseover
caption

mouseover
caption

mouseover
caption

full dimension representation
of selected image

Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here
? icon to obtain additional information.

Logo

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

2 Guests - How many people are in your
party and how many rooms do they need.

?

Children:

Adults: Rooms:

Alternate
Concept

16

Reserve This Room

1 2

8 96 74 53

15 1613 1411 1210

22 2320 2118 1917

29 3027 2825 2624

fri satwed thumon tuessun

April

1

6 74 52 31

13 1411 129 108

<< prev

Availability - Select dates by clicking
on the calendars or by entering dates
directly into the Check In and Check Out
drop down fields below the calendars.

Check Out:Check In:

next >>

?

<< prev next >>

May

Available Unavailable Checkout Only

Legend

Availability Guests Rooms> > > Reservation Payment Confirmation> >1 2 3 4 5 6

Lisa
The goal for this screen had been to allow the user to view both the room they selected in more detail, plus give them immediate access to the other rooms.  This TC design does not allow for that immediate access; it would take 2 clicks to view another room's details.



your
view

3 Room - Choose which of our rooms best suits your needs for this stay.  If you require more
information use the Room Details option to access an expanded presentation of a particular room’s
features and amenities.

Descriptive Room Name
Longer, multi-paragraph descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and
basic characteristics. Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired
topics within eleven to twelve lines spread across two to three paragraphs.

Additional descriptive presentation of the room goes here.
eleven to twelve lines spread

A third paragraph of descriptive text goes here and then continues on to an additional
line if necessary.

Descriptive text is phrased
so as to succinctly address all desired topics within
across two to three paragraphs.

your
interior

360
view

more...

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

99 Mmm

$99.99

View All Rooms

Pricing By Date

$999.99

mouseover
caption

mouseover
caption

mouseover
caption

mouseover
caption

full dimension representation
of selected image

Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here
? icon to obtain additional information.

Logo

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

2 Guests - How many people are in your
party and how many rooms do they need.

?

Children:

Adults: Rooms:
Reserve This Room

1 2

8 96 74 53

15 1613 1411 1210

22 2320 2118 1917

29 3027 2825 2624

fri satwed thumon tuessun

April

1

6 74 52 31

13 1411 129 108

<< prev

Availability - Select dates by clicking
on the calendars or by entering dates
directly into the Check In and Check Out
drop down fields below the calendars.

Check Out:Check In:

next >>

?

<< prev next >>

May

Available Unavailable Checkout Only

Legend

Availability Guests Rooms> > > Reservation Payment Confirmation> >1 2 3 4 5 6

Image popups are not required on this variant of the
“Room Details” page. Instead, clicking on a thumbnail
opens that image in the full size display area at the
bottom of the page.

17



Guided Step 3c:
Compare Rooms
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3 Room - Choose which of our rooms best suits your needs for this stay.  If you require more
information use the Room Details option to access an expanded presentation of a particular room’s
features and amenities.

Descriptive Room Name $999.99

?

Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

Descriptive Room Name $999.99

Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

Descriptive Room Name

Reserve This RoomView All Rooms

$999.99

Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

360
view

your
view

your
interior

mouseover
caption

mouseover
caption

mouseover
caption

360
view

your
view

your
interior

mouseover
caption

mouseover
caption

mouseover
caption

360
view

your
view

your
interior

mouseover
caption

mouseover
caption

mouseover
caption

Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here
? icon to obtain additional information.

Logo

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

2 Guests - How many people are in your
party and how many rooms do they need.

?

Children:

Adults: Rooms:

19

At Lisa’s direction
original version
to stay as is in
horizontal layout.
Intent is to minimize
recoding

New version with
vertical columns
comparing attributes
to come in
follow-on release

1 2

8 96 74 53

15 1613 1411 1210

22 2320 2118 1917

29 3027 2825 2624

fri satwed thumon tuessun

April

1

6 74 52 31

13 1411 129 108

<< prev

Availability - Select dates by clicking
on the calendars or by entering dates
directly into the Check In and Check Out
drop down fields below the calendars.

Check Out:Check In:

next >>

?

<< prev next >>

May

Available Unavailable Checkout Only

Legend

Reserve This RoomView All Rooms

Reserve This RoomView All Rooms

Availability Guests Rooms> > > Reservation Payment Confirmation> >1 2 3 4 5 6



3 Room - Choose which of our rooms best suits your needs for this stay.  If you require more
information use the Room Details option to access an expanded presentation of a particular room’s
features and amenities.

Descriptive Room Name $999.99

?

Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

Descriptive Room Name $999.99

Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

Descriptive Room Name

Reserve This RoomView All Rooms

$999.99

Short descriptive passage detailing room’s features, amenities, and basic characteristics.
Descriptive text is phrased so as to succinctly address all desired topics within two lines.
A second more involved descriptive passage is accessible on the expanded view.

360
view

your
view

your
interior

mouseover
caption

mouseover
caption

mouseover
caption

360
view

your
view

your
interior

mouseover
caption

mouseover
caption

mouseover
caption

360
view

your
view

your
interior

mouseover
caption

mouseover
caption

mouseover
caption

Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here
? icon to obtain additional information.

Logo

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

2 Guests - How many people are in your
party and how many rooms do they need.

?

Children:

Adults: Rooms:

1 2

8 96 74 53

15 1613 1411 1210

22 2320 2118 1917

29 3027 2825 2624

fri satwed thumon tuessun

April

1

6 74 52 31

13 1411 129 108

<< prev

Availability - Select dates by clicking
on the calendars or by entering dates
directly into the Check In and Check Out
drop down fields below the calendars.

Check Out:Check In:

next >>

?

<< prev next >>

May

Available Unavailable Checkout Only

Legend

Reserve This RoomView All Rooms

Reserve This RoomView All Rooms

Availability Guests Rooms> > > Reservation Payment Confirmation> >1 2 3 4 5 6

Clicking on a thumbnail opens that image in full-size
along with an expanded two-line caption.

Expanded caption text goes here to provide a richer
presentation of features emphasized by the photo

Room Type Name
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Guided Step 4:
Reservation

21



Details - Review the information below to
make sure your reservation request is correct.
If you need to make any changes use the
Change This Reservation control at bottom.

Answers - Use the links below to obtain
answers to some common questions.

4 Reservation - Please provide us with the information on this reservation’s primary guest as well
as any special requests for the room.  While we can’t guarantee we can accommodate every
request we promise to do our best.

??

?

Descriptive Room Name

Check In:
Check Out:

your
view

your
interior

Monday, Month 99, 9999
Monday, Month 99, 9999

Hotel Name
Street Name and Number
City, State/Province   999999
Country

Phone:
Fax:
Email:

999-999-9999
999-999-9999
name@domain.com

# of Guests: 99 Adults, 99 Children
# of Rooms: 99 Rooms

Room Charge: $999.99
# of Nights: x 99

Room Charges: $9,999.99

Total Charge: $9,999.99

Taxes & Fees: + $9,999.99

360
view

Change This Reservation

Will you receive an email confirmation?
Can I change my reservation at a later date?
What is the “Best Rate Guarantee” mean?

State:

Last Name:

MI:First Name:

Street Address:

City:

Province:

Postal Code:

Country:

Primary Guest Name

Contact Information

Home Phone:

Email Address:

Special Requests

Special Request Option

Mobile Phone:

Provide Payment

Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here
? icon to obtain additional information.

Logo

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

22

Availability > Guests > Rooms > Payment Confirmation> >Reservation1 2 3 4 5 6

Special Request Option

Special Request Option

Special Request Option

Special Request Option

Special Request Option

Special Request Option

Special Request Option

Please Send Me Information on Special Offers and Promotions

Credit card
information is
moved to
separate page

Opt-in checkbox
is included but
left unchecked
by default

Go Back

“Back” option
introduced next
to main positive
control option.

Lisa
At this stage of purchase, I don't recommend "go back"... but I would allow the user to "reset" the information on this page if they wish to start over.

Lisa
if this is the opt in to a newsletter, the wording should better reflect this.  Also, it should be moved down to have less importance in the purchase input.

Lisa
the "*" should be to the left of every form field that is "required" with a note at the bottom indicating its meaning.



Guided Step 5:
Payment

23



Details - Review the information below to
make sure your reservation request is correct.
If you need to make any changes use the
Change This Reservation control at bottom.

Answers - Use the links below to obtain
answers to some common questions.

5 Payment - Please provide us with credit card information so we can finalize your arrangements
and process your reservation. You will receive a confirmation via email once your reservation
is complete.

??

?

Descriptive Room Name

Check In:
Check Out:

your
view

your
interior

Monday, Month 99, 9999
Monday, Month 99, 9999

Hotel Name
Street Name and Number
City, State/Province   999999
Country

Phone:
Fax:
Email:

999-999-9999
999-999-9999
name@domain.com

# of Guests: 99 Adults, 99 Children
# of Rooms: 99 Rooms

Room Charge: $999.99
# of Nights: x 99

Room Charges: $9,999.99

Total Charge: $9,999.99

Taxes & Fees: + $9,999.99

360
view

Change This Reservation

Will you receive an email confirmation?
Can I change my reservation at a later date?
What is the “Best Rate Guarantee” mean?

Credit Card Information

Name on Card:

Card Type:

Card Number: CVN #:

I have read your Terms & Conditions and agree to abide by them

Complete This Reservation

Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here
? icon to obtain additional information.

Logo

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

?

24

Availability > Guests > Rooms > Reservation Confirmation> >Payment1 2 3 4 5 6

Billing Address Same as Contact Address

State:

Street Address:

City:

Province: Postal Code:

Country:

Don’t see your card here?

Contact Street Address

Contact City

Contact Country

CS

99999

Credit card
information is
moved to
separate page

Go Back

“Back” option
introduced next
to main positive
control option.

“Same as Contact Address” checkbox is checked by
default to expedite data entry. Unchecking the box
clears out the Billing Address field and requires entry
in them.



Details - Review the information below to
make sure your reservation request is correct.
If you need to make any changes use the
Change This Reservation control at bottom.

Answers - Use the links below to obtain
answers to some common questions.

6 Payment - Please provide us with credit card information so we can finalize your arrangements
and process your reservation. You will receive a confirmation via email once your reservation
is complete.

??

?

Descriptive Room Name

Check In:
Check Out:

your
view

your
interior

Monday, Month 99, 9999
Monday, Month 99, 9999

Hotel Name
Street Name and Number
City, State/Province   999999
Country

Phone:
Fax:
Email:

999-999-9999
999-999-9999
name@domain.com

# of Guests: 99 Adults, 99 Children
# of Rooms: 99 Rooms

Room Charge: $999.99
# of Nights: x 99

Room Charges: $9,999.99

Total Charge: $9,999.99

Taxes & Fees: + $9,999.99

360
view

Change This Reservation

Will you receive an email confirmation?
Can I change my reservation at a later date?
What is the “Best Rate Guarantee” mean?

Credit Card Information

Name on Card:

Card Type:

Card Number: CVN #:

I have read your Terms & Conditions and agree to abide by them

Complete This Reservation

Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here
? icon to obtain additional information.

Logo

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

?

Availability > Guests > Rooms > Reservation Confirmation> >Payment1 2 3 4 5 6

Billing Address Same as Contact Address

State:

Street Address:

City:

Province: Postal Code:

Country:

Don’t see your card here?

25

Go Back

“Same as Contact Address” checkbox is checked by
default to expedite data entry. Unchecking the box
clears out the Billing Address field and requires entry
in them.



Guided Step 6:
Confirmation

26



Details - Terms of your reservation are
described below.

Answers - Use the links below to obtain
answers to some common questions.

6 Confirmation - Your reservation is now complete.  Use the controls below to print, download,
or obtain a duplicate email confirmation of the reservation.  Or follow links below the reservation
controls  to arrange for other special activities during your stay with us.

??

?

Descriptive Room Name

Check In:
Check Out:

your
view

your
interior

Monday, Month 99, 9999
Monday, Month 99, 9999

Hotel Name
Street Name and Number
City, State/Province   999999
Country

Phone:
Fax:
Email:

999-999-9999
999-999-9999
name@domain.com

# of Guests: 99 Adults, 99 Children
# of Rooms: 99 Rooms

Room Charge: $999.99
# of Nights: x 99

Room Charges: $9,999.99

Total Charge: $9,999.99

Taxes & Fees: + $9,999.99

360
view

Will you receive an email confirmation?
Can I change my reservation at a later date?
What is the “Best Rate Guarantee” mean?

Email This Confirmation (remember we will also email a confirmation to you automatically)

Print This Confirmation

Download This Confirmation to a Handheld

Add This Confirmation to your Outlook Calendar

Make Another Reservation

Thank you for choosing to stay with < Hotel Name > on this trip!  We look forward to making your
stay < continued promotional splash provided by hotel >.

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here
? icon to obtain additional information.

Logo

27

Availability > Guests > Rooms > Reservation Payment> > Confirmation1 2 3 4 5 6

Language on
control links
modified to be
consistent

Ad graphics to
third party
reservation options
removed at
Lisa’s direction

Lisa
this is a later phase enhancement



Make Another Reservation

Email This Confirmation (remember we will also email a confirmation to you automatically)

Print This Confirmation

Download This Confirmation to a Handheld

Add This Confirmation to your Outlook Calendar

Details - Terms of your reservation are
described below.

Answers - Use the links below to obtain
answers to some common questions.

5 Confirmation - Your reservation is now complete.  Use the controls below to print, download,
or obtain a duplicate email confirmation of the reservation.  Or follow links below the reservation
controls  to arrange for other special activities during your stay with us.

??

?

Availability Guests Room Reservation> > > > Confirmation

Descriptive Room Name

Check In:
Check Out:

your
view

your
interior

Monday, Month 99, 9999
Monday, Month 99, 9999

Hotel Name
Street Name and Number
City, State/Province   999999
Country

Phone:
Fax:
Email:

999-999-9999
999-999-9999
name@domain.com

# of Guests: 99 Adults, 99 Children
# of Rooms: 99 Rooms

Room Charge: $999.99
# of Nights: x 99

Room Charges: $9,999.99

Total Charge: $9,999.99

Taxes & Fees: + $9,999.99

360
view

Will you receive an email confirmation?
Can I change my reservation at a later date?
What is the “Best Rate Guarantee” mean?

Thank you for choosing to stay with < Hotel Name > on this trip!  We look forward to making your
stay < continued promotional splash provided by hotel >.

banner ad promoting other fee-based services and amenities

( in advance of online connections to these services ad can provide
contact information or link back to main website)

banner ad promoting other fee-based services and amenities

( in advance of online connections to these services ad can provide
contact information or link back to main website)

banner ad promoting other fee-based services and amenities

( in advance of online connections to these services ad can provide
contact information or link back to main website)

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here
? icon to obtain additional information.

Logo

This link opens a “Send Email” dialog with an HTML-
formatted representation of the itinerary in the content
area. The email address specified on the previous
Reservation page is defaulted into the To field.

Reservation Confirmation (HTML) X

Send Accounts

F E V I o T A Hile dit iew     nsert     F rmat ools ction elp

To...

Cc...

Subject:

Descriptive Room Name

Check In:
Check Out:

your
view

hotel
logo

your
interior

Monday, Month 99, 9999
Monday, Month 99, 9999

Hotel Name
Street Name and Number
City, State/Province   999999
Country
Phone:
Fax:
Email:

999-999-9999
999-999-9999
name@domain.com

# of Guests: 99 Adults, 99 Children
# of Rooms: 99 Rooms

Room Charge: $999.99
# of Nights: x 99

Room Charges: $9,999.99

Total Charge: $9,999.99

Taxes & Fees: + $9,999.99

360
view

RESERVATION CONFIRMATION

bookingpartyname@domain.com

<Hotel Name> Reservation - 99 Mmm 99 to 99 Mmm 99

28



Details - Terms of your reservation are
described below.

Answers - Use the links below to obtain
answers to some common questions.

5 Confirmation - Your reservation is now complete.  Use the controls below to print, download,
or obtain a duplicate email confirmation of the reservation.  Or follow links below the reservation
controls  to arrange for other special activities during your stay with us.

??

?

Availability Guests Room Reservation> > > > Confirmation

Descriptive Room Name

Check In:
Check Out:

your
view

your
interior

Monday, Month 99, 9999
Monday, Month 99, 9999

Hotel Name
Street Name and Number
City, State/Province   999999
Country

Phone:
Fax:
Email:

999-999-9999
999-999-9999
name@domain.com

# of Guests: 99 Adults, 99 Children
# of Rooms: 99 Rooms

Room Charge: $999.99
# of Nights: x 99

Room Charges: $9,999.99

Total Charge: $9,999.99

Taxes & Fees: + $9,999.99

360
view

Will you receive an email confirmation?
Can I change my reservation at a later date?
What is the “Best Rate Guarantee” mean?

Thank you for choosing to stay with < Hotel Name > on this trip!  We look forward to making your
stay < continued promotional splash provided by hotel >.

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here
? icon to obtain additional information.

Logo

This link opens an HTML-formatted version of the
confirmation page which omits extraneous page
elements and is structured so as to print out
elegantly on a single 8.5 x 11 page.
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Email This Confirmation (remember we will also email a confirmation to you automatically)

Print This Confirmation

Download This Confirmation to a Handheld

Add This Confirmation to your Outlook Calendar

Make Another Reservation



Details - Terms of your reservation are
described below.

Answers - Use the links below to obtain
answers to some common questions.

5 Confirmation - Your reservation is now complete.  Use the controls below to print, download,
or obtain a duplicate email confirmation of the reservation.  Or follow links below the reservation
controls  to arrange for other special activities during your stay with us.

??

?

Availability Guests Room Reservation> > > > Confirmation

Descriptive Room Name

Check In:
Check Out:

your
view

your
interior

Monday, Month 99, 9999
Monday, Month 99, 9999

Hotel Name
Street Name and Number
City, State/Province   999999
Country

Phone:
Fax:
Email:

999-999-9999
999-999-9999
name@domain.com

# of Guests: 99 Adults, 99 Children
# of Rooms: 99 Rooms

Room Charge: $999.99
# of Nights: x 99

Room Charges: $9,999.99

Total Charge: $9,999.99

Taxes & Fees: + $9,999.99

360
view

Will you receive an email confirmation?
Can I change my reservation at a later date?
What is the “Best Rate Guarantee” mean?

Email This Itinerary

Open Printer-Friendly Itinerary

Download to Itinerary Handheld

Add to Itinerary Outlook Calendar

Make Another Reservation

Thank you for choosing to stay with < Hotel Name > on this trip!  We look forward to making your
stay < continued promotional splash provided by hotel >.

banner ad promoting other fee-based services and amenities

( in advance of online connections to these services ad can provide
contact information or link back to main website)

banner ad promoting other fee-based services and amenities

( in advance of online connections to these services ad can provide
contact information or link back to main website)

banner ad promoting other fee-based services and amenities

( in advance of online connections to these services ad can provide
contact information or link back to main website)

Best Rate Guarantee We Respect Your Privacy General Terms & Conditions

Follow the numbers from 1 to 5 to complete your reservation.  If you have questions click the

Hotel Name Goes Here
? icon to obtain additional information.

Logo

These links open downloadable calendar files
in Palm Pilot and Outlook VCF files respectively.

FILE DOWNLOAD

Do you want to open or save this file?

Name:

Type:

From:

Open Save Cancel

X

reservation99999999.vcs

vCalendar File, 485 bytes

www.hoteldomain.com
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